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The First International Workshop on Plant Synthetic Biology was held on May 17-18, 2014 at MIT (Cambridge, MA). Organized by the National Science Foundation-funded Synthetic Biology Engineering Research Center (SynBERC), this workshop sought to advance the harnessing of plant proficiencies for use in agriculture, as an energy source, and in any way that benefits the planet. Members of the synthetic biology community joined together with plant researchers in academia and industry, as well as with representatives of funding agencies, to share current capabilities and identify pressing needs. It was an initial step to generate new research ventures, including the development of synthetic biology tools, methodologies, and safeguards specific to plants. The meeting was co-chaired by June Medford (Colorado State University) and Chris Voigt (MIT). Together the two groups, plant biologists who have done foundational work, and synthetic biologists who have developed tools, sought to determine first challenges and projects that can apply tools made by synthetic biology’s engineering work. By utilizing an engineering approach to plant biology, a path was sought to both speed progress and prevent recurring mistakes. Genome Engineering and Artificial Chromosomes Genome engineering has made very rapid progress recently with several systems (zinc finger nucleases, TALENs and CRISPR/Cas9) being used. Dan Voytas (Minnesota) and colleagues used TALENs to simultaneously knock out four FAD2 genes (which convert oleic acid to linoleic acid) in soybeans to enable them to produce more monounsaturated fats, similar to olive oil. Genome editing technology also allows targeted replacement of genes without the addition of foreign genes. One example of this was the introduction of an amino acid change in tobacco acetohydroxyacid synthase (SuRA and SuRB) genes using zinc finger nucleases to create resistance to the herbicide chlorosulfurn. The greatest hurdle for genome engineering is delivery of the targeted nucleases. To this end, Votas’ group has employed Geminivirus replicons that lack the gene for the viral coat protein. This transient, episomal vector can express the nuclease as well as the replacement DNA for CRISPR/Cas9 mediated gene editing1. CRISPR/Cas9 is moving rapidly to the forefront of genome editing. Jen Sheen (Harvard) described the utility of the plant protoplast system to rapidly screen for effective guide RNAs for the CRISPR/Cas9 system in Arabidopsis and tobacco. The result of which is a public database of predicted guide RNAs to target the Arabidopsis thalina genome2. In addition, the CRISPR/Cas9 system can be modified to act as transcriptional repressors or activators of promoters that are targeted by guide RNAs. James Birchler (Missouri) described the development of Maize minichromosomes as a platform for faithful expression of transgenes. Existing chromosomes can be truncated by delivering telomere sequences along with a selectable transgene. The



transgenes can be selectively removed by using CRE-lox recombination. By using the CRE and phi integrase, only one selectable marker is needed for continued addition of genes to a minichromosome in 100 kb increments. Dosage can also be selected with up to nineteen copies of a minichromosome being stably maintained. Multigene Pathways and Organelles Pamela Silver (Harvard) presented her lab’s efforts to design photosynthesis by starting with Cyanobacteria. These microorganisms have carbon-fixing microcompartments called carboxysomes. These microcompartments within Cyanobacteria have an ultrastructure that superficially resemble virus particles, with a coat-like surface studded with spikes at their vertices. These carboxysomes contain RUBISCO and carbonic anhydrase and segregate conservatively during cell division. When the carboxysome operon is expressed in E. coli, similar structures are observed and they can also fix carbon3. One strategy to increase photorespiratory efficiency is to overexpress pathway components. However, the Silver lab took advantage of genome sequencing of other microbes that have evolved unique carbon-fixation components. One such pathway is a photorepiratory bypass that utilizes 3hydroxyproprionate (3-HOP). Adding this pathway to Cyanobacteria allows them to outcompete wild-type in a co-culture assay. Preliminary results of expressing the 3HOP pathway in Arabidopsis are promising. Dominique Loque (JBEI) described how his group engineered plants to produce more accessible sugars that can be converted to biofuels by manipulating the plant’s tissuespecific deposition of polysaccharides. This approach entailed developing tools to control tissue-specific gene regulation to control cell wall deposition in fiber and vessel cells as well as restricting lignin biosynthesis to fiber cells. The result is the increased saccharification of the plant4. Although they look similar to wild-type, they are more easily broken down. Tools developed for this pathway engineering included positive and negative cis-regulatory elements as well as overexpression of cell-type specific transcription factors. Anne Osborn’s (John Innes Center) research focuses on gene clusters for making diverse plant metabolites (e.g., Avenacins are an antimicrobial defense produced in the growing oat root tip). The promoters of genes in these clusters can drive reporter gene expression in the same location in other plant species (Arabidopsis thalina and rice). Moreover, they seem to work in their linear genomic order, with the signature/scaffold compound first and then the downstream genes tailor the scaffolding compound to produce the final product5. These gene clusters can be streamlined for synthetic biology applications. Jean-Michele Ane (University of Wisconsin, Madison) brought the meeting focus back to the organism, legumes. Fifty percent of the world’s nitrogen fixation is produced through the Haber-Bosch process, which sustains fifty percent of the world’s population. However, the majority of the remaining fifty percent of nitrogen fixation is done by nitrogen-fixing bacteria in the root nodules of legumes. These root nodule



microbes are the most efficient nitrogen fixing microbes and nodule formation is a relatively recent and rare event in plant evolution. The cascade of legume symbiosis involves several steps of interaction between microbes and the root: recognition, colonization and organogenesis if the nodule. Each of these steps needs to be transferred to crop plants in order to enable synthetic synbiosis. Chris Voigt (MIT) presented his group’s efforts to mapping and moving genetics for microbial nitrogen fixation. The Klebsiellia nif gene cluster has 20 genes, seven operons and 25 kb DNA. Encoded into this native system is the ability to regulate gene expression- under or overexpression of a single component by two-fold could kill activity. Further confounding components are the baseline levels of expression: one component is 20% of the cell’s dry weight while other low-abundance components are toxic when expressed at higher levels. The first step is refactoring. Regulation is removed and the system is modularized and its parts characterized. Initial activity of the refactored system is low and is then optimized (for E.coli)6. Then, when transferred to a different organism, the system must again be optimized. The new chassis in this case could interact with plants as an endophyte, but is unable to fix nitrogen. Many unexpected problems arose due to a new chassis- plasmids were unstable, terminators were now functioning as promoters, ribosome binding sites functioned differently due to a divergent 16S RNA. Model systems/Part characterization Jim Haseloff (Cambridge) studies feedback regulation of morphogenesis. Cell interactions regulate gene expression, gene expression regulates cell proliferation and feedback results in self-organization. A simple example of this is an experiment where two B. subtilis clones, each expressing RFP or GFP, growing together on a biofilm, created fractal patterns due to buckling that occurs as each population undergoes cell division. Similarly, using a new model system, Marchanita polymorphia, they can map cell divisions during growth from spores using Cell Modeler 4, an image analysis program. He also promoted Openplant (http://www.openplant.org/), an effort to make low cost tech available for large scale production. Vivek Mutalik (LBNL) and colleagues developed an expression cassette architecture that defines boundaries and junctions for genetic elements controlling transcription and translation initiation in prokaryotes. Transcription elements encode a common expected mRNA start and translation elements use an overlapping genetic motif found in many natural systems. The Synberc-funded BioFAB engineered libraries of constitutive and repressorregulated promoters along with translation initiation elements following these features. They measured activity distributions for each library and selected elements that collectively encoded expression levels across a 1000-fold observed dynamic range. By measuring all combinations of curated elements, the identified sequences



that can reliably express distict genes to within 2-fold of relative target expression windows with ~93% reliability7. This work provides an example for how standard biological parts can be engineered to support functional composition. Such parts are now supporting engineering of genetic devices and are being distributed by Addgene using the Biobricks user agreement. Chloroplast engineering Pal Maliga (Rutgers University) presented the history of his work on chloroplast engineering. Chloroplasts are the photosynthetic organelle present in every plant. Like mitochondria, they have their own specialized genomes, the plastome. Engineering the plastome has several advantages: high expression levels of transgenes, stable maintenance of polycistronic operons and because pollen lacks chloroplasts, transgene containment is easier. However, a system for regulating recombinant plastids is needed. Maliga presented a solution for transgene regulation in nuclear-encoded pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) proteins. These proteins can regulate chloroplast mRNA stability and can be specifically tailored to an mRNA sequence. Through grafting experiments, Maliga demonstrated that chloroplasts and mitochondria can be transferred between Nictonia species through grafts. Chloroplasts that migrated this way remained intact while mitochondria were shown to fuse and recombine with the other species’ mitochondria. Ralph Bock (Max Plank Institute) described his group’s efforts to construct a synthetic chloroplast operon for vitamin E biosynthesis, which required three genes to be expressed. They found that in order to efficiently express all three genes in a synthetic operon, a sequence called an Intercistronic Expression Element (IEE), is necessary to mediate cleavage between cistrons after the operon has been transcribed. Including the IEE sequences between cistrons increased vitamin E production over one hundred fold. Bock and colleagues engineered chloroplasts to produce astaxanthin, a high valued carotenoid. Beta-carotein is converted to astaxanthin by two enzymes. However, N. tobacum engineered to make astaxanthin also makes nicotine, which must be purified away. To avoid this extra step of purification, they grafted the engineered N. tobacum onto N. glauca, which does not produce (as much) nicotine. By culturing the regions of the graft under conditions that selected for the engineered chloroplasts and N. glauca, they were able to successfully transfer astaxanthin biosynthesis to N. glauca. Remarkably, in addition to transfer of chloroplasts, Bock and colleagues were able to demonstrate that nuclei are also transferred across a graft. By selecting for nuclear markers from both species, they created a plant that was essentially allopolyploid, with the chromosome complement of both species8. These allopolyploid plants grew faster than either species used in the graft, and produced flowers with a morphology that was intermediate between the two.



Both of these presentations demonstrated that plastid transgenes can be horizontally moved between species, providing a solution for plastid transformation of recalcitrant species. Sensing and Circuitry Molly Megraw (Oregon State) addressed the lack of transcription start sites (TSS) data in Arabidopsis thaliana. She and colleagues performing paired-end analysis of TSS and cap analysis of gene expression (CAGE) in Arabidopsis. The next generation sequencing (NGS) data on the TSS sites could be categorized into three different peak shapes: narrow, broad and weak. By using a database of Arabidopsis thaliana transcription factor DNA binding sites (TFBS) and machine learning, Megraw was able to discover specific enrichments of TFBS in promoter regions one kilobase upstream of genes that have strong TSS peaks. The same methodology applied to the other categories of TSS peaks yielded other unique TFBS combinations. This technology is the first to identify “signatures” of promoter architecture in Arabidopsis thaliana9, and paves the way for future studies to understand the transcriptional circuitry of this model plant. June Medford (Colorado State University) described her group’s efforts to create new sensing circuits in plants using synthetic biology. The main goal is to build biological wires to link the outside to the inside of a cell. They utilized bacterial periplasmic binding proteins (PBPs), which is an incredibly diverse protein family whose members bind to a wide array of small molecules. By using the Rosetta program they first computationally designed a PBP that can bind the explosive 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT)10. The modified PBP was anchored to the cell wall and became the first component of a histidine kinase relay pathway to ultimately drive expression of a reporter gene (luciferase). By using modeling to identify the changes that would increase sensitivity, they were able to lower the detection levels of TNT by one hundred fold by increasing the production of the PBP component. Further addition of circuit elements, such as an amplifier, increased the sensitivity even further. Industrial perspectives Steve Evans (Dow Chemicals) emphasized that there are clear fundamentals for increasing agricultural capacity: increased demand, supply and global constraints (e.g., warming). Engineering a plant trait takes 10-13 years and over $100 million. There are abundant opportunities in microbe engineering such as nitrogen fixation, silage inoculates, antibiotics, plant nutrition and biopesticides. The latter two applications represent approximately two billion dollars in acquisitions by Dow Chemicals. Plants are exposed to constant changes in the field, which requires robust control of all engineered traits. Synthetic biology can fill this need and will become more valuable as more multi-gene solutions are developed. Incorporating multiple traits



(or “stacking” them) at random genomic locations can create prohibitive complexity in plant breeding. Genome editing technology such as zinc finger nucleases can surmount this problem. In addition to enabling trait stacking, synthetic biology can be used to accelerate prototyping of new traits and subsequent optimization (e.g., field phenotyping, nondestructive imaging, etc.). Larry Gilbertson (Monsanto) discussed the promise of gene sourcing, mining for natural insect toxins, as a key approach to address the inevitable rise of resistance of insect pests to the engineered Bacillus thuringiensis gene trait. He emphasized the need to understand the mechanism of toxins (and resistance) in order to optimize new traits in a design/test/build cycle. To this end, he also described his group’s efforts to push Ti plasmid’s capacity for multiple genes, by presenting preliminary data that they can stack ten genes on to a single Ti plasmid. Panel discussion: “Environmental and societal issues” The panel discussion focused on communication between GMO (genetically modified organism) proponents and opponents. The gap in communication between these two groups lies in reaching out past uncivil discourse. In addition, developed nations fail to understand that GMOs can be the difference between life and death in developing countries. Examples of outreach and engagement given by conference attendees ranged from science salons for the non-scientific community to hosting non-scientists in the lab. Ken Oye (MIT) noted that people talk past each other when cameras are present. He also emphasized that the hard work of identifying risk and uncertainty (e.g., quantify dispersal and persistence of GMOs) must be done. Communication and outreach alone are insufficient. Oye gave the iGEM (International Genetically Engineered Machine) competition as a good example where participants accept the responsibility to engage the public as a requirement for competition and serves as good model. This First International Workshop on Plant Synthetic Biology was an exciting beginning to build further synergistic collaborations between plant and synthetic biologists. With challenges that range from global warming to the ever increasing demand for agricultural production, there is no doubt that plant synthetic biology will have a great positive impact on the future of our world’s population. (1) Baltes, N.J., Gil-Humanes, J., Cermak, T., Atkins, P.A., and Voytas, D.F. (2014) DNA replicons for plant genome engineering. Plant Cell 26, 151-163. (2) Li, J.F., Norville, E.J., Aach, J., McCormack, M., Zhang, D., Bush, J., Church, G.M., and Sheen, J. 2013. Multiplex and homologous recombination–mediated genome editing in Arabidopsis and Nicotiana benthamiana using guide RNA and Cas9. Nature Biotechnology 31, 688-691. (3) Bonacci, W., Teng, P.K., Afonso, B., Niederholtmeyer, H., Grob, P., Silver, P.A., and Savage, D.F. (2012) Modularity of a carbon-fixing protein organelle. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 109, 478-483.



(4) Eudes, A., George, A., Mukerjee, P., Kim, J.S., Pollet, B., Benke, P.I., Yang, F., Mitra, P., Sun, L., Cetinkol, O.P., Chabout, S., Mouille, G., Soubigou-Taconnat, L., Balzergue, S., Singh S., Holmes, B.M., Mukhopadhyay, A., Keasling, J.D., Simmons, B.A., Lapierre, C., Ralph, J., and Loqué, D. (2012) Biosynthesis and incorporation of side-chaintruncated lignin monomers to reduce lignin polymerization and enhance saccharification. Plant Biotechnol J. 10, 609-620. (5) Nuetzmann, H. W. and Osbourn, A. (2013) Gene clustering in plant specialized metabolism. Curr Opin Biotechnol 26, 91-99. (6) Mutalik, V.K., Guimaraes, J.C., Cambray, G., Mai, Q.A., Christoffersen, M.J., Martin, L., Yu, A., Lam, C., Rodriguez, C., Bennett, G., Keasling, J.D., Endy, D. and Arkin, A.P. (2013) Quantitative estimation of activity and quality for collections of functional genetic elements. Nat Methods. 10, 347-353. (7) Temme, K., Zhao, D., and Voigt, C.A. (2012). Refactoring the nitrogen fixation gene cluster from Klebsiella oxytoca. Proc Nat Acad Sci. 109, 7085-7090. (8) Fuentes, I., Stegemann, S., Golczyk, H., Karcher, D., and Bock, R. (2014) Horizontal genome transfer as an asexual path to the formation of new species. Nature 511, 232235. (9) Morton, T., Petricka, J., Corcoran, D.L., Li, S., Winter, C.M., Carda, A., Benfey, P.N., Ohler, U., and Megraw, M. (2014) Paired-End Analysis of Transcription Start Sites in Arabidopsis Reveals Plant-Specific Promoter Signatures. Plant Cell. (In press). (10) Morey, K.J., Antunes, M.S., Albrecht, K.D., Bowen, T.A., Troupe, J.F., Havens, K.L., Medford, J.I. (2011) Developing a synthetic signal transduction system in plants. Methods Enzymol. 497, 581-602.
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